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LunaLuna

Luna Booths draw inspiration from banquette seating 
but add a distinctive design twist to cater for the modern 
workspace environment.

Feature MFC end-panels follow the profile of the seats 
to create Luna’s signature look whilst the panel back 
upholstery provides a clean, crisp and ultra-modern 
finish.

Luna Booths are available with either a 1200mm or 
1400mm high back which can create intimate spaces for 
meetings and collaborative work and are available in 4- 
and 6-person options.

The Privacy option within this range features a back 
screen that can have a TV or monitor mounted; the 
Booth-only option has no back screen and is designed to 
run along walls in back-to-back configurations.

Key Features

Great for creating spaces for informal 
meetings, breakout and canteen areas

Available with 1.2m and 1.4m height backs

Privacy screens can be configured to 
accomodate media screens, as well as 
power and data connectivity.

Double sided seats can be used in back-to-
back runs of booths, to help create a clean 
and seamless aesthetic.

Upholstered in an array of fabrics and 
vinyls

Feature end panels available in white, grey 
and oak, as standard 

Two-tone upholstery option available

Top: Luna 4-Person Privacy booths form great informal 
meeting spaces, and can be configured to include 
connectivity options for a range of media and power 
accessories.

Middle: Position Luna 4-Person booths against a wall 
or in an open space, allowing access from both sides - 
great for canteen areas and workspaces alike.

Below: Privacy booths can be configured in a back-to-
back style, allowing for runs of booths in any quantity. 
Double-sided centre seats create a clean and seamless 
aesthetic between booths.
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Below: Accessorise Luna with Bits & Bites stools, 
to create flexible satellite seating, expanding booth 
capacity when needed.
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Luna Dimensions

Luna Booths are available with 
either a 1200mm or 1400mm 
high back which can create 
intimate spaces for meetings 
and collaborative work and are 
available in 4- and 6-person 
options.


